Title: Barre Instructor (Part Time)
Location: The University of Calgary
Closing date: open until filled

The University of Calgary’s Active Living department is seeking a part-time Barre instructor to join our team. We are looking for someone who is enthusiastic about health and fitness and has a passion for helping others.

The successful candidate will have:

- A certification in Group Fitness instruction
  - CanFit Pro, AFLCA, ACE, or others equivalent
  - A Barre specific certification considered an asset
  - Experience as a dancer considered an asset
- At least two years’ experience teaching a barre specific class
- Current Standard First Aid and CPR-C certifications
- Strong communication, customer service, and time management skills
- Some computer proficiency is required in order to enter timesheets; staff communications

The instructor will:

- Instruct a class of up to 25 participants of varying fitness levels in a weekly barre class
- Create a progressive class plan for a 8-16 week registered barre program
- Create appropriate class playlists
- Ensure a safe, fun, and inclusive space for all participants
- Be professional, punctual, and reliable
- Be responsible for finding suitable coverage for any class absences
- Be available to work Wednesday 5:00- 6:00pm from January 4- April 26th
  - Continuation of contract will be discussed prior to the following term (May- June)
- Demonstrate Active Living’s values: integrity, respect, engagement, inclusion, distinction, and wellbeing

Total hours will be one per week with opportunities to add and sub classes dependent on experience and certification.

**Hourly Rate**: Will be based on qualifications and experience

**Contact:**
Please send cover letters, resumes, and/or inquiries to
Rachel Hall
Coordinator Personal Training & Group Fitness, Active Living
Email: rachel.hall@ucalgary.ca
Phone: (403) 220-4374